A power shutdown is arranged to carry out maintenance work on February 3, 2020 at 11 KV Nerul Feeder, from 10.00 a.m. to 2.00 p.m. The Areas affected are Nerul Church and surrounding areas.

Similarly, power shutdown is arranged on February 5, 2020 at Nerul/Navy Feeder from 9.00 a.m. to 4.00 p.m. The Areas affected are Shantadurga temple, Aframent Waddo, PWD tank, Unity hall-Verem, Verem Football Ground, Fatta waddo, Maime, Coco Beach, Dandadi, Firghem Bhat, Nerul Ground, Rita Bar/Rest, Modi DTC, Navy Campus Marra-Pilerne and surrounding areas.

Similarly, power shutdown is arranged on February 7, 2020 at Betim Feeder from 9.00 a.m. to 4.00 p.m. The Areas affected are Khedevelim, Navy Jetty and surrounding areas.